Hacienda Iron Craft, Inc.
handmade hardware

Kitchen & Bath Accessories
Cabinet Knobs & Pulls
Traditional Round Series

Towel ring
TR SF RN B
split foot, round bar, black

Toilet paper holder
TPH SF RN B
split foot, round bar, black

Robe hook
RH RN B
round bar, black

Towel bar
TB SF RN 18" B
split foot, round bar, black
also available in 24" and 30"

Choose any back plate in place of the Split Foot, for no additional charge. See page 14.
Arts & Crafts Series

Towel ring
TR ACE SQ P
arts & crafts escutcheon, square bar, pewter

Toilet paper holder
TPH ACE SQ P
arts & crafts escutcheon, square bar, pewter

Robe hook
RH ACE P
arts & crafts escutcheon, square bar, pewter

Towel bar
TB ACE SQ 18" P
arts & crafts escutcheon, square bar, pewter
also available in 24" and 30"

Choose 1/2" round bar in place of square bar, at no additional charge.
Diamond Series
without twist

Towel ring
TR SF DM P
split foot, diamond bar, pewter
(without twist)

Toilet paper holder
TPH SF DM P
split foot, diamond bar, pewter
(without twist)

Robe hook
RH DM P
diamond bar, pewter

Towel bar
TB SF DM 18" P
split foot, diamond bar, pewter
(without twist)
also available in 24" and 30"

Choose any back plate in place of the Split Foot, for no additional charge. See page 14.
Diamond Series with twist

Towel ring
TR SF DM R
split foot, diamond bar, rust
(with twist)

Toilet paper holder
TPH SF DM R
split foot, diamond bar, rust
(with twist)

Robe hook
RH DM R
diamond bar, rust

Towel bar
TB SF DM 18" R
split foot, diamond bar, rust
(with twist)
also available in 24" and 30"

Choose any back plate in place of the Split Foot, for no additional charge. See page 14.
Square Series
with or without twist

Towel ring
TR SF SQ B
split foot, square bar, black
(specify with or without twist)

Toilet paper holder
TPH SF SQ B
split foot, square bar, black
(specify with or without twist)

Robe hook
RH SQ B
square bar, black

Towel bar
TB SF SQ 18" B
split foot, square bar, black
(specify with or without twist)
also available in 24" and 30"

Choose any back plate in place of the Split Foot, for no additional charge. See page 14.
Paper Towel Holders

available in right hand or left hand opening, right hand shown.

PTH ACE SQ R
arts & crafts escutcheon, square bar, rust

PTH WE5 DM R
wave escutcheon 3", diamond bar, pewter (specify with or without twist)

PTH SF RN B
split foot, round bar, black

PTH RE5 SQ B
rectangle escutcheon 3", square bar, black (specify with or without twist)

PTH CR RN R
classic rosette, round bar, rust

Choose any back plate in place of the Split Foot, for no additional charge. See page 14.
Cabinet Knobs

RCK 100 SM B
round cabinet knob
1” smooth, black

RCK 100 HM B
round cabinet knob
1” hammerd, black

RCK 100 SM P
round cabinet knob
1” smooth, pewter

RCK 100 HM P
round cabinet knob
1” hammerd, pewter

RCK 100 SM R
round cabinet knob
1” smooth, rust

RCK 100 HM R
round cabinet knob
1” hammerd, rust

RCK 125 SM B
round cabinet knob
1 1/4” smooth, black

RCK 125 HM B
round cabinet knob
1 1/4” hammerd, black

RCK 125 SM P
round cabinet knob
1 1/4” smooth, pewter

RCK 125 HM P
round cabinet knob
1 1/4” hammerd, pewter

RCK 125 SM R
round cabinet knob
1 1/4” smooth, rust

RCK 125 HM R
round cabinet knob
1 1/4” hammerd, rust

DCK 200 HM B
diamond cabinet knob
hammered, black

DCK 200 HM P
diamond cabinet knob
hammered, pewter

DCK 200 HM R
diamond cabinet knob
hammered, rust

Back Plates

CBP RR P
cabinet back plate
round rosette
2” diam., pewter

CBP CR R
cabinet back plate
classic rosette
2” diam., rust

CBP W2 B
cabinet back plate
2” wave, black

CBP D2 P
cabinet back plate
2” diamond, pewter

CBP R2 R
cabinet back plate
2” rectangle, rust

CBP 402 B
cabinet back plate
4” ornamental, black

See page 14.
Drop Pulls & Flush Pulls

CRRP P
Cabinet round ring pull, 2" diam., pewter

CRRP CBP CR B
Cabinet round ring pull, w/classic rosette cabinet back plate 2" diam., black

CTR P R
Cabinet twist ring pull, 2 3/4" diam., rust

WFP B
Wave flush pull, black

DFP P
Diamond flush pull, pewter

RFP R
Rectangular flush pull, rust

Back Plates

See page 14.
Cabinet Pulls

TP 30 B
Twist pull 3", black

TP 35 P
Twist pull 3 1/2", pewter

TP 40 R
Twist pull 4", rust

ACTP 30 B
Arts & crafts twist pull 3", black

ACTP 35 P
Arts & crafts twist pull 3 1/2", pewter

ACTP 40 R
Arts & crafts twist pull 4", rust

PP 45 B
Pointed pull 4 1/4", black

PP 55 R
Pointed pull 5 1/4", rust

PP 65 P
Pointed pull 6 1/4", pewter

PPH 65 B
Pointed pull handle, 6 1/2", black

ACTP 50 R
Arts & crafts twist pull 5", pewter

ACTP 60 R
Arts & crafts twist pull 6", rust

Back Plates

GBP 55 B
Cabinet back plate 3" wave, rust

GBP 65 B
Cabinet back plate 3" rectangle, black

GBP 85 P
Cabinet back plate 3" diamond, pewter

GBP AC6 R
Cabinet back plate 6" arts & crafts, rust
Hooks

CH RSI WE B
coat hook, 1 spike, wave escutcheon, black

CH RSI RE B
coat hook, 1 spike, rectangle escutcheon, black

CHH RSI RE P
coat & hat hook, 12 spikes, rectangle escutcheon, pewter

CHH RS3 WE R
coat & hat hook, 3 spikes, wave escutcheon, rust

CH RSI DE B
coat hook, 4 spikes, diamond escutcheon, black
Pull Handles

PPH 8 R
pointed pull handle 8", rust

TH 8 P
twist handle 8", pewter

DH 8 B
diamond handle 8", black

BH 8 R
beveled handle 8", rust

ACH 8 P
arts & crafts handle 8", pewter

Integrated refrigerator and/or dishwasher compatible. Also available in 10" and 12".